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The World Digital Library: Metadata Crosswalks 

 

Introduction 

An international digital library partnership initiative, the World Digital Library (WDL)1 is a 

cooperative project of the Library of Congress, the United Nations Education Scientific and Cultural 

Organization (UNESCO), and libraries, archives, and educational and cultural institutions from the 

United States and around the world.  Launched in April 2009, today the WDL brings together, and makes 

available in open access through its online interface, 13,8332 national treasures telling the story of the 

world’s cultures from 193 countries, covering the time period between 8000 BC and 2000 AD. The WDL 

collection features rare books and manuscripts, maps, musical scores, photographs, films, and many other 

valuable and unique items. Targeting a broad user base, the WDL initiative pursues four principal 

objectives: 

 Promote international and intercultural understanding; 

 Expand the volume and variety of cultural content on the Internet; 

 Provide resources for educators, scholars, and general audiences; 

 Build capacity in partner institutions to narrow the digital divide within and between countries3. 

The WDL organizes information by ingesting all metadata and images from partners using the 

standard schemes such as MARC, Dublin Core, MODS, TEI, and UniMARC. Rather than being a 

distributed system that would simply aggregate various metadata schemes that are native to the original 

collections, however, or provide a federated search, the WDL was designed to first centrally gather the 

content, and then distribute it “worldwide through a content delivery system, to maximize speed and 

performance,” the WDL Director explains. “This approach was intended to ensure a uniform user 

                                                           
1 Website: https://www.wdl.org/en/  
2 As of May 8, 2016 
3 About WDL: https://www.wdl.org/en/about/  

https://www.wdl.org/en/
https://www.wdl.org/en/about/
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experience for all content, regardless of the institution providing the content and the manner in which that 

content was displayed on the institution’s own website” (Oudenaren, 2012, p.5). 

At the core of the WDL’s uniform content delivery system is the WDL Descriptive Metadata 

Element Set4. The library designed this set of item-level descriptive metadata to accommodate data 

mapping from the original record schema through the WDL Metadata Crosswalks5. “A standard set of 

metadata elements will enhance discovery, improve display, simplify maintenance, allow the return of 

search results within categories, and facilitate access to topics and other browse options across the site,” 

the WDL points out. “It will also help the WDL team speed up processing and simplify maintenance, and 

help the translators improve the quality of translations” (World Digital Library, n.d.).  

 

Statement of the Problem 

This paper offers critical evaluation of the WDL centralized content delivery system which is 

grounded in the WDL Descriptive Metadata Element Set and the WDL Metadata Crosswalks.  

 For the purposes of this paper, “metadata crosswalks” refer both to a method and a product of the 

metadata mapping process, whereby two or more metadata schemes are compared. “A crosswalk is a 

table or chart that shows the relationships and equivalencies (and highlights the inevitable gaps) between 

two or more metadata formats,” according to Woodley (2008, p.3). Defined by NISO, a crosswalk is a 

“mapping of the elements, semantics, and syntax from one metadata scheme to those of another. A 

crosswalk allows metadata created by one community to be used by another group that employs a 

different metadata standard” (National Information Standards Organization, 2004, p. 11).  

Interoperability is the main driving force of metadata crosswalks in digital libraries. “Crosswalks 

are important for virtual collections where resources are drawn from a variety of sources and are expected 

to act as a whole, perhaps with a single search engine applied,” NISO emphasizes. “The degree to which 

these crosswalks are successful at the individual record level depends on the similarity of the two 

                                                           
4 http://project.wdl.org/standards/metadata.html  
5 http://project.wdl.org/standards/wdl_metadata_instructions.doc  

http://project.wdl.org/standards/metadata.html
http://project.wdl.org/standards/wdl_metadata_instructions.doc
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schemes, the granularity of the elements in the target scheme compared to that of the source, and the 

compatibility of the content rules used to fill the elements of each scheme” (ibid.). 

Conversely, as no two metadata schemes are 100% equal, data loss, “one-to-many” vs. “many-to-

one” mapping between the richer metadata element set and the simpler set, controlled vocabulary 

application-driven issues, and other important challenges arise when mapping between different metadata 

schemes occurs.  

 

Research Questions 

 The analysis of the WDL content delivery system is centered around the following research 

questions: 

 What are the advantages and the challenges in the WDL content delivery system? 

 Which controlled vocabulary schemes are used in the WDL Descriptive Metadata Element Set to 

facilitate metadata consistency and subject access? 

 To what extent do the WDL Metadata Crosswalks foster interoperability between the WDL 

contributors’ digital collections? 

 

Methodology 

 Following a review of literature on metadata crosswalks in digital libraries, this study 

concentrates on the qualitative analysis of the WDL Descriptive Metadata Element Set in relation to the 

WDL contributors’ original metadata schemes, with particular focus on Dublin Core and MARC. In the 

latter, the WDL records will be compared to the original records in their native repositories, the WDL 

partners’ online catalogs. The quality of the WDL’s content delivery system is assessed against the 

metadata principles established by NISO:  
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Metadata Principle 1. Good metadata conforms to community standards in a way that is appropriate to 

the materials in the collection, users of the collection, and current and potential future uses of the 

collection. 

Metadata Principle 2. Good metadata supports interoperability. 

Metadata Principle 3. Good metadata uses authority control and content standards to describe objects 

and collocate related objects. 

Metadata Principle 4. Good metadata includes a clear statement of the conditions and terms of use for 

the digital object. 

Metadata Principle 5. Good metadata supports the long-term curation and preservation of objects in 

collections. 

Metadata Principle 6. Good metadata records are objects themselves and therefore should have the 

qualities of good objects, including authority, authenticity, archivability, persistence, and unique 

identification (National Information Standards Organization, 2007, pp. 61-62). 

 

Literature Review 

Research in this field is grounded in three distinct domains: general metadata crosswalks 

discourse; metadata crosswalks guidelines and services; and reports on metadata crosswalks 

implementation in digital cultural heritage communities. 

Metadata Crosswalks 

 Theoretical framework. Two NISO publications lay the theoretical foundation of the metadata 

crosswalks: Issues in Crosswalking Content Metadata Standards (St. Pierre & LaPlant, 1998) and 

Understanding Metadata (National Information Standards Organization, 2004). Defining metadata 

crosswalk as a “specification for mapping one metadata standard to another,” St. Pierre and LaPlant 

further explain that  

“a crosswalk is a set of transformations applied to the content of elements in a source metadata standard 

that result in the storage of appropriately modified content in the analogous elements of a target metadata 

standard. A complete or fully specified crosswalk consists of both a semantic mapping and a metadata 
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conversion specification. The metadata conversion specification contains the transformations required to 

convert the metadata record content compliant to a source metadata standard into a record whose contents 

are compliant with a target metadata standard” (1998).  

  

NISO, in turn, refines the definition: “A crosswalk is a mapping of the elements, semantics, and 

syntax from one metadata scheme to those of another” (National Information Standards Organization, 

2004, p. 11). Emphasizing importance of interoperability for institutions using different metadata 

standards, NISO points out that crosswalks are a sine qua non for “virtual collections where resources are 

drawn from a variety of sources and are expected to act as a whole, perhaps with a single search engine 

applied.” (ibid.). 

 At the core of metadata crosswalks application in digital libraries lays the concept of 

interoperability―the “ability of multiple systems with different hardware and software platforms, data 

structures, and interfaces to exchange data with minimal loss of content and functionality (National 

Information Standards Organization, 2004, p. 2). Chan and Zeng, in their work on metadata 

interoperability and standardization, analyze methods of achieving or improving interoperability among 

metadata schemes for the purposes of facilitating conversion and exchange of metadata, at two different 

levels―at the schema level and at the record and repository levels (Chan & Zeng, 2006; Zeng & Chan, 

2006). At the record and repository levels, of particular interest to this study, the authors distinguish 

crosswalking services as a method of ensuring interoperability between repositories using different 

metadata schemes. 

Haslhoffer and Klas discuss seven levels of interoperability and three categories of 

interoperability techniques― agreement on a certain model, agreement on a certain meta-model, and 

model reconciliation through metadata crosswalks and mapping (2010). 

Godby, Young, and Childress enumerate the characteristics metadata crosswalks must have in 

order to facilitate the interoperability: (1) a set of mappings between metadata standards that is endorsed 

by a stakeholder community; (2) a machine-processable encoding; and (3) a well-defined relationship to 

source and target metadata standards, which must make reference to particular versions and syntactic 

encodings (2004). The authors propose to model metadata crosswalks in the Metadata Encoding and 
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Transmission Standard (METS) and to use the METS-encoded crosswalks in a repository for processing 

by search engines, OAI harvesters, and custom-designed Web services. 

Understanding harmonization is critical in the metadata crosswalks discourse. “Harmonization of 

metadata standards is essential to the successful development of crosswalks between metadata standards,” 

St. Pierre and LaPlant emphasize (1998). It is the harmonization approach that allows creating and 

maintaining only one set of metadata, to which any number of related metadata standards can be mapped. 

“The use of harmonization vastly simplifies the development, implementation and deployment of related 

metadata standards through the use of common terminology, methods and processes,” the authors 

maintain (ibid.). 

In a NISO/DCMI webinar, Mikael Nilsson defined metadata harmonization as “the ability of two 

or more systems or components to exchange “combined metadata” conforming to two or more metadata 

specifications, and to interpret the metadata that has been exchanged in a way that is consistent with the 

intentions of the creators of the metadata” (National Information Standards Organization & Dublin Core 

Metadata Initiative, 2011). Simply put, “when things are done differently, but mapped to a common 

model, they are “harmonized”,” DCMI explains6. 

Metadata Crosswalks Guidelines and Services. Applying the theoretical framework in practice, 

major stakeholders in the digital cultural heritage community have developed own metadata conversion 

schemes and crosswalk guidelines. The Online Computer Library Center (OCLC) offers metadata schema 

transformation services on its website. “The goal of the Metadata Schema Transformation project is to 

develop data models and software tools that ease the task of translating between metadata standards, 

bridging the gap between analysis and execution,” OCLC explains. “Our work focuses on technical 

implementations of the crosswalk, the object that distinguishes metadata translation from more routine 

types of data and format conversion” (Online Computer Library Center, n.d.). 

                                                           
6 http://wiki.dublincore.org/index.php/Glossary/Metadata_Harmonization  

http://wiki.dublincore.org/index.php/Glossary/Metadata_Harmonization
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The UK Office for Library and Information Networking (UKOLN) maintains a website listing 

metadata mapping tools and guidelines used in the international digital library community (Day & 

UKOLN, 2002). 

The Library of Congress MARC Standards Office provides a crosswalk between core MARC 21 

bibliographic data elements and elements in the Dublin Core Element Set, to be used in conversion of 

metadata from MARC into Dublin Core and vice versa (Library of Congress, 2008).  

 The DCMI Kernel Metadata Task Group provides mapping and crosswalk for Kernel Metadata to 

Dublin Core, MARC 21, MODS, and VRA Core (DCMI Kernel Metadata Task Group, 2007).  

 The Getty Research Institute published Metadata Standards Crosswalk, facilitating conversion 

between different metadata schemes used in cataloging of cultural objects in various formats, including 

MARC, Dublin Core, VRA, DACS, EAD, CIMI, and others (Baca et al., 2014). 

Metadata crosswalks implementation. In the Getty Research Institute’s Introduction to 

Metadata, Woodley probes several examples of metadata crosswalks between different metadata schemes 

and explores methods for integrated access/cross-collection searching afforded by the crosswalks, 

including traditional union catalogs, metadata harvesting, and metasearching (2008). The author looks at 

several case studies to illustrate developments in the field, such as the ONIX-to-MARC metadata 

crosswalk application at the Library of Congress Online Catalog; SCIPIO-to-MARC conversion by the 

Research Libraries Group; the Consortium for the Computer Interchange of Museum Information (CIMI) 

Dublin Core conversion project; and the OAI harvesting of cultural heritage metadata and images at Getty 

Museum. Among the efforts aimed at achieving semantic metadata interoperability, in particular, 

Woodley writes about the Simple Knowledge Organization Scheme (SKOS) Core) project by the W3C 

Semantic Web Best Practices and Deployment Working Group, and the National Science Digital 

Library’s Metadata Registry, as one of the first SKOS implementations. 

  Chan and Zeng outline two methods used in the crosswalking practice: the absolute crosswalking 

and the relative crosswalking (Zeng & Chan, 2006). The absolute crosswalking approach requires exact 

mapping between the involved elements, whereas the relative crosswalking “has been used to map all 
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elements in a source schema to at least one element of a target schema, regardless of whether the two 

elements are semantically equivalent or not,” the authors explain (ibid.). 

All experts seem to agree on the challenges that are intrinsic to metadata crosswalks and 

harmonization efforts. “Inherently, there will always be limitations to crosswalks; there is rarely a one-to-

one correspondence between metadata standards, even when one standard is a subset of another. Mapping 

the elements or fields of metadata systems is only one piece of the picture,” Woodley points out, 

emphasizing the need for semantic interoperability, in particular. “As the number and size of online 

resources increase, the ability to refine searches and to use controlled vocabularies and thesauri as 

“searching assistants” will become increasingly important” (2008). 

Metadata Crosswalks in the World Digital Library Project 

In the overview of the World Digital Library project, the WDL Director John Van Odenaren 

places a special emphasis on the role of metadata in the discovery and display of the multicultural 

content: “This requirement implied a heavy reliance on traditional metadata, much of which would need 

to be enhanced by adding new fields and values to the bibliographic records provided by contributing 

libraries” (Oudenaren, 2012, p. 4). Having rejected the metadata harvesting and federated search 

approach, the WDL opted instead for ingesting all metadata and images from partners, and then using a 

standard metadata schema for all items―to “ensure a uniform user experience for all content, regardless 

of the institution providing the content and the manner in which that content was displayed on the 

institution’s own website,” according to Oudenaren (2012, p. 5). On the Content Preparation section7 of 

its website, WDL provides detailed instructions on content selection, media preparation, and metadata 

development. The metadata guidelines include the WDL Descriptive Metadata Element Set8 and the 

metadata crosswalks―WDL Element Mapping to Standards and Detailed Instructions9. 

 

 

                                                           
7 http://project.wdl.org/content/  
8 http://project.wdl.org/standards/metadata.html  
9 http://project.wdl.org/standards/wdl_metadata_instructions.doc  

http://project.wdl.org/content/
http://project.wdl.org/standards/metadata.html
http://project.wdl.org/standards/wdl_metadata_instructions.doc
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Data Analysis 

WDL content delivery system: Metadata harmonization approach 

 Delivery and discovery of the WDL content. The World Digital Library website provides users 

with three ways of discovery of its digital content: browsing (Figure 1), searching (Figure 2), and 

navigation (Figure 3).  

Figure 1. Browsing 

 

The site allows browsing the WDL items by: 

 Place 

 Time period 

 Topic 

 Type of item 

 Language 

 Contributing institution 

 

Figure 2. Searching 

 

In addition to the browsing mode of discovery, the WDL site provides the search feature. “The 

search feature can be used to search all of the metadata and descriptions and the full text of printed books 

on the site,” the WDL maintains. “Each item on the WDL is accompanied by an item-level description 
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that explains its significance and historical context. Additional information about selected items is 

provided by curator videos.” 10  

Lastly, several additional WDL search features include timelines, interactive maps, and in-depth 

thematic sections on selected topics―available via the top navigation menu: 

Figure 3. Navigation – Interactive Maps 

  

 Metadata harmonization approach as a way of facilitating content discovery. The content 

diversity and methods of its description and organization at the native institutions, as well as the WDL’s 

need for centralized discovery, called for an innovative approach in realization of the centralized content 

delivery mission. The rate of success at which the WDL would be able to facilitate content discovery 

through its website was fully dependent on the approach it was going to take to ensure the cross-

collection metadata interoperability. The WDL found such approach in metadata harmonization, having 

designed the WDL Descriptive Metadata Element Set11―a standard set of metadata elements used to 

describe all digital objects from contributing institutions. 

                                                           
10 https://www.wdl.org/en/about/  
11 http://project.wdl.org/standards/metadata.html  

https://www.wdl.org/en/about/
http://project.wdl.org/standards/metadata.html
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 While embarking on the project, the Library of Congress and other WDL partners established 

standards for the metadata, digitization, and file transfer12. Using the harmonization approach, the WDL 

ingested all digital objects’ metadata from partners using the standard schemes such as MARC, Dublin 

Core, MODS, TEI, and UniMARC; it then mapped the objects’ native schemes to a common model―the 

WDL Descriptive Metadata Element Set―using the WDL Metadata Crosswalks as a mapping tool.  

Figure 4 below demonstrates a schematic representation of the relationship between the WDL 

contributors’ digital collections metadata standards and the WDL interoperable core―the WDL 

Descriptive Metadata Element Set. Translations between the source metadata schemes and the 

interoperable core are accomplished via the WDL Metadata Crosswalks. 

Figure 4. The WDL mappings to interoperable core 

 

The WDL Descriptive Metadata Element Set (WDL DMES) is a variant of the Dublin Core 

adaptation. Figure 5 below—the WDL’s crosswalk mapping between the WDL DMES and Dublin 

Core—demonstrates the relationship between the two schemes: 

 

                                                           
12 https://www.wdl.org/en/faq/  

WDL 

Descriptive 
Metadata 

Element Set

Dublin 
Core

MODS

TEIUniMARC

MARC

https://www.wdl.org/en/faq/
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Figure 5. WDL DMES-Dublin Core relationship 

WDL Element Names What is this field for Dublin Core 

Record Identifier Unique name that can be used to 

reference a single metadata 

record. 

Identifier (may be the same as digital 

identifier below) 

Digital Identifier Unique name (directory, file) 

that references the digital object. 
Identifier 

Original Title Title of the resource in its 

original language. 
Title 

Original Title 

Language 

Language used in the original 

title. This may be different from 

the language of the work (ie, 

Latin title for Arabic work). 

Use xml:lang attribute in <title> tag (<title 

xml:lang="ara">) 

English Title English translation of the 

original title, if available. 
Use xml:lang attribute in second <title> tag 

(<title xml:lang="eng">) 

Contributor An entity associated with the 

creation of the intellectual 

content of the resource. 

·     Creator 

·     Contributor 

Date Created A point or period of time 

associated with the creation of 

the original resource.  

·     Date 

·     Date.Created 

Publisher An entity responsible for making 

the original resource available. 

Publisher 

Place of Publication The geographic location that the 

original resources was made 

available. 

Publisher.Place (qualified Dublin Core) 

Place (Subject) The geographic subject or the 

location(s) covered by the 

intellectual content of the 

resource. 

·     Coverage 

·     Coverage.Spatial (qualified Dublin 

Core) 

Time (Subject) The temporal subject or the time 

period covered by the 

intellectual content of the 

resource.  

·     Coverage 

·     Coverage.Temporal 

Dewey Decimal 

Classification (DDC) 

Dewey Decimal Classification. ·     Subject 

·     Subject.ddc 

Additional Subjects Terms from controlled and 

uncontrolled vocabularies used 

to describe the resource. 

·     Subject 

·     Subject.lcsh 

·     Subject.lctgm 

·     Subject.other 

Type of Item Format of the resource. Type 

Description/Abstract Summary of the content of the 

resource.  
·   Description 

·   Description. TableOfContents 

·   Description.Abstract 

Physical Description The physical characteristics 

(pagination, size, etc.) of the 

original resource. 

·   Format.Extent 

·   Format.Medium 

Notes Additional information about the 

resource. 

Description 
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Collection If a resource is part of a named 

collection, that collection’s 

name.  

dcterms:isPartOf 

Language Language(s) used in the work 

(not just the title) 

Language 

Series If a resource is part of a series, 

that series’ name. 
dcterms:isPartOf 

Institution Institution that contributed the 

resource.  

n/a 

URL If the resource exists online at 

the holding institution, provide 

the URL.  

<identifier> 

 

Advantages of the WDL content delivery system 

The findings presented in this paper are based on the analysis of the crosswalks between the 

WDL DMES and two long-established metadata standards: Dublin Core and MARC.  

“In the digital libraries domain, metadata crosswalks have evolved as a special kind of schema 

mappings,” Haslhofer and Klas observe. “A crosswalk is a mapping of the elements, semantics, and 

syntax from one metadata schema to another [NISO 2004]. The goal of crosswalks is to provide the 

ability to make elements defined in one metadata standard available to communities using related 

metadata standards. A complete or fully specified crosswalk consists of semantic mapping between model 

elements and a metadata instance transformation specification” (2010, p. 27). Utilizing the interoperable 

core― WDL Descriptive Metadata Element Set―along with the metadata crosswalks, the WDL’s 

content delivery system accomplishes clarity, consistency, and interoperability at the schema and 

semantics levels. Finally, the availability of all items’ metadata in seven foreign languages ensures the 

linguistic metadata interoperability, facilitating discovery of content by all WDL users who speak these 

languages. 

Clarity. The WDL Descriptive Metadata Element Set is clearly defined on its own and―through 

the WDL Metadata Crosswalks―in its relationship to the metadata schemes used in the native collections 

of contributing institutions. 

Consistency. The metadata harmonization approach ensures consistency in item description, 

organization and discovery across all WDL collections. “Each item is described by a consistent set of 
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bibliographic information (or metadata) relating to its geographical, temporal and topical coverage, 

among other requirements,” Abid observes. “Consistent metadata provides the foundation for a site that is 

easy and interesting to explore, and that helps to reveal connections between items. The metadata also 

improves exposure to external search engines” (2009, p. 5). “A standard set of metadata elements will 

enhance discovery, improve display, simplify maintenance, allow the return of search results within 

categories, and facilitate access to topics and other browse options across the site.  It will also help the 

WDL team speed up processing and simplify maintenance, and help the translators improve the quality of 

translations,” the WDL maintains13. 

Schema-level interoperability. “Before a project selects and applies a metadata schema to its 

collection, an important step is to ensure that the data processed according to a given schema will result in 

a digital collection that is interoperable with other digital collections or systems,” Chan and Zeng point 

out. “At the schema level, interoperability actions usually take place before operational level metadata 

records are created,” the authors explain, listing crosswalks as one of the methods of achieving 

interoperability at this stage (Chan & Zeng, 2006). 

Adapted from the Dublin Core schema, the WDL Descriptive Metadata Element Set utilizes the 

relative crosswalking approach, whereby all elements in a source schema are mapped to “at least one 

element of a target schema, regardless of whether the two elements are semantically equivalent or not,” 

according to Chan and Zeng (2006). For example, the DCMI elements Format.Extent and 

Format.Medium are both mapped to the WDL Physical Description element. “The relative crosswalking 

approach appears to work better when mapping from complex to simpler schema (e.g., from MARC to 

DC, but not vice versa),” the authors observe (ibid.). With WDL DMES being a simplified version of DC, 

the relative crosswalking from DC to WDL DMES appears to be a plausible approach. 

Semantic interoperability. Interoperability cannot be accomplished by harmonizing metadata 

schemes alone. Controlled vocabularies and authority records play important role in metadata 

harmonization efforts.  While discussing interoperability concerns, Haslhofer and Klas emphasize the 

                                                           
13 http://project.wdl.org/standards/metadata.html  

http://project.wdl.org/standards/metadata.html
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role of controlled vocabularies in achieving semantic interoperability, which deals with differences in the 

metadata content values. “From our analysis, we can observe that model agreement techniques, such as 

hybrid metadata systems and standardized metadata schemes, as well as model reconciliation techniques, 

i.e. metadata mapping, cover large parts of possible heterogeneities, if they are combined with appropriate 

techniques on the instance level: metadata standards should be applied in combination with value 

encoding schemes, controlled vocabularies, or authority records,” the authors argue (Haslhofer & Klas 

2010, p. 37).  

Solodovnik notes that “for the purpose of normalization of metadata values by linguistic 

resources, coordinated and collaborative development of a standard common set of open source “value 

vocabularies” based on semantic metadata should be widely supported and promoted” (2011, p. 11). 

Controlled vocabularies and authority lists used in WDL metadata crosswalks provide a standardization 

technique for achieving semantic interoperability between the WDL contributing institutions’ native 

schemes. The WDL uses the following authority files and controlled vocabularies for metadata 

consistency: 

 Personal and corporate names: Virtual International Authority File (VIAF)14 

 Creator roles: MARC Code List for Relators15 

 Additional subjects: Library of Congress Authorities16 and/or Thesaurus for Graphic Materials 

(TGM)17 

 Topics: Dewey Decimal Classification (DDC)18 

 Place names: Getty Thesaurus of Geographic Names (TGN)19 

 Language names and codes: ISO 639-3 Code Tables20 

 

Linguistic interoperability. The WDL fosters linguistic interoperability across its entire 

platform, including metadata. All bibliographic information (metadata), content descriptions, and the site 

navigation tools are provided in seven languages: Arabic, Chinese, English, French, Russian, and 

Spanish, and Portuguese.  

                                                           
14 http://viaf.org/  
15 http://www.loc.gov/marc/relators/relacode.html  
16 http://authorities.loc.gov/  
17 http://www.loc.gov/pictures/collection/tgm/  
18 https://www.oclc.org/dewey/resources/summaries.en.html#thou  
19 http://www.getty.edu/research/tools/vocabularies/tgn/index.html  
20 http://www-01.sil.org/iso639-3/codes.asp?order=639_3&letter=a  

http://viaf.org/
http://www.loc.gov/marc/relators/relacode.html
http://authorities.loc.gov/
http://www.loc.gov/pictures/collection/tgm/
https://www.oclc.org/dewey/resources/summaries.en.html#thou
http://www.getty.edu/research/tools/vocabularies/tgn/index.html
http://www-01.sil.org/iso639-3/codes.asp?order=639_3&letter=a
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Consequently, the site visitors can perform searches in these languages, and while viewing an 

item, can switch the page translation from one language to another. Furthermore, as an additional 

accessibility feature, the metadata and descriptions can be listened to on a text-to-voice conversion option 

that is available for every item, in all seven interface languages. Finally, every item-level page provides a 

paragraph-long description of the item, also available in translation. “This information, written by 

curators and other experts, provides context for users and is designed to spark the curiosity of students 

and the general public to learn more about the cultural heritage of all countries,” Abid notes (2009, p. 5). 

The language selection is available in a dropdown menu, located on the top right of the page: 

 

Challenges 

The challenges of WDL’s content delivery system are characteristic to all metadata crosswalk 

approaches discussed in the digital library community. Each metadata schema has its advantages and 

challenges, and no two schemes are created 100% equal. Whereas having two fields that are consistent 

across the schemes and can be fully mapped from one schema to another (one-to-one mapping), however 

rare, works well in metadata crosswalks, mapping one field in one schema to several fields in another and 

vice versa can result in ambiguity and, consequently, reduce accuracy of search results. Finally, having to 

omit certain fields from the source schema because the target schema is less granular than the source 

schema and does not accommodate for inclusion of respective fields, ultimately results in data loss. 

Dublin Core-to-WDL DMES crosswalk. Because the WDL Descriptive Metadata Element Set 

was adapted from Dublin Core, the crosswalk between the two schemes works quite well. Several fields 

shown in Figure 6 below, however, present a challenge of many-to-one mapping, and one WDL DMES 
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field―Institution―in lieu of additional data entry poses a data loss risk, because the matching field does 

not exist in Dublin Core. Figure 6 below displays many-to-one mapping fields in this crosswalk. 

Figure 6. Many-to-one mappings in the DC-to-WDL DMES crosswalk 

Dublin Core21 WDL Element Name22 

Title 
Original Title 

Title.Alternative 

Creator 
Contributor 

Contributor 

Coverage 

Place 
Coverage.Spatial 

(qualified Dublin 

Core) 

Coverage 

Time 
Coverage.Temporal 

(qualified Dublin 

Core) 

Subject 
Topic/ Dewey Decimal 

Classification Subject.ddc 

Subject 
Additional Subjects  

(Controlled and 

Uncontrolled) 

Subject.lcsh 

Subject.lctgm 

Subject.other 

Format.Extent 
Physical Description 

Format.Medium 

 

Figure 7 below―the Time Zone Chart of the World record contributed to WDL by University of 

Wisconsin-Milwaukee Libraries―demonstrates an example of the Dublin Core-to-WDL DMES 

crosswalk. The fields shaded in gray demonstrate the gaps in the data that did not make it over to the 

WDL record when mapped from the original, DC-based record in ContentDM. The titles of the document 

differ between the source record (Lindbergh Chart Time zone chart of the world 1927) and the target 

record (Time Zone Chart of the World), the former being more specific. The Contributor field in the target 

record, however, provides greater level of granularity: it lists both the Creator and the Annotator, whereas 

the source record provides information only about the Creator—United States. Hydrographic Office, and 

                                                           
21 http://dublincore.org/documents/dces/  
22 http://project.wdl.org/standards/wdl_metadata_instructions.doc 

http://dublincore.org/documents/dces/
http://project.wdl.org/standards/wdl_metadata_instructions.doc
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skips the Annotator, Lindbergh, Charles A. (Charles Augustus), 1902-1974. The Notes field in the target 

record, even though less copious, provides the scale of the map, whereas the source record does not 

include that information. 

The source record provides a more detailed description of the item, than the target record in the 

WDL schema. Furthermore, whereas the original schema defines item type as an image, the WDL DMES 

defines it as Maps, resulting not only in the semantic ambiguity, but in the conceptual differential in the 

very scope of the bibliographic record in question. By using image in the Type field, the University of 

Wisconsin-Milwaukee Libraries make it clear that this bibliographic record is a record of the digital 

surrogate, rather than the original, analog object. Conversely, by using Maps in the Type field, the WDL 

blurs the line between the analog object and the digital surrogate, in the DC-to-WDL DMES translated 

bibliographic record. 

The WDL retains no reproduction rights data, whereas the original record included that 

information. As a result, users may find it difficult to decide whether they can use this image without 

copyright restrictions, with the reproduction rights information omitted.  

Finally, all the administrative and technical/preservation metadata get dropped in the WDL 

record, i.e. Digital Collection, Date Digitized, Digital Format, etc. 

Figure 7. Time Zone Chart of the World – Dublin Core-to-WDL DMES crosswalk 

Source Record (Dublin Core)–  

University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee 

Libraries23 

WDL Record24 

Title 
Lindbergh Chart Time zone chart of the 

world 1927  Title  Time Zone Chart of the World 

Full Title Time zone chart of the world 

Creator United States. Hydrographic Office 
Contributor/ 

Creator 
United States. Hydrographic Office 

Contributor n/a 
Contributor/ 

Annotator 

Lindbergh, Charles A. (Charles Augustus), 

1902-1974 

Publication 

Date 
1927 Date Created January 1927 CE 

Map 

Publisher 
United States. Hydrographic Office 

Publication 

Information 
Hydrographic Office, Washington, D.C. 

                                                           
23 http://hdl.loc.gov/loc.wdl/wmuw.6776. The Dublin Core fields that had no data are omitted from the record. 
24 https://www.wdl.org/en/item/6776/  

http://hdl.loc.gov/loc.wdl/wmuw.6776
https://www.wdl.org/en/item/6776/
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Subject 

Lindbergh, Charles A. (Charles 

Augustus), 1902-1974 

Subject 

History & geography 

Time--Systems and standards--Maps Geography & travel 

World maps 

Atlases, maps, charts & plans 

Place - 

Subject 
World 

Additional 

Subjects: 

Flight 

Time--Systems and standards 

Translatlantic flights 

World maps 

Subject Date 1927 CE 

Notes 

Annotated by Charles A. Lindbergh 

showing New York to Paris flight route 

and note in corner. "No. 5192." Includes 

"Explanation". "Used for laying out route 

for New York to Paris flight, San Diego, 

California, 1927, C.A.L." -- handwritten 

by Charles A. Lindbergh in the lower 

right corner. 

 Notes 
Scale 1:28,500,000. 5th edition. H.O. chart 

no. 5192. 

Essay 

Description of 

Item 

Annotated to read: “Used for laying out route 

for New York to Paris flight, San Diego, 
California, 1927 C.A.L.” While Ryan Airlines, 

Inc. of San Diego was constructing Lindbergh’s 

plane, Spirit of St. Louis, he was busy 
obtaining charts and plotting his course 

(Lindbergh 1927, p. 201-202). In order to 

obtain charts of the North Atlantic Ocean, 
Lindbergh had to fly to San Pedro, California. 

In his book The Spirit of St. Louis (1953), 

Lindbergh describes purchasing a number of 
charts at a store in San Pedro including this 

Time zone chart of the world: “The salesman 

pulls out two oblong sheets. They're Mercator's 
projections and –yes, I'm in luck—they extend 

inland far enough to include New York and 

Paris. Then, like stumbling over a nugget of 
gold, I see a gnomonic projection covering 

them both…Rummaging around still farther, I 

locate a time-zone chart of the world, a chart of 
magnetic variation, and others showing 

prevailing winds over the Atlantic for April, 

May, and June. I buy them all” (Lindbergh 
1953, p. 93). Lindbergh does not give us the 

exact number of charts he bought at the store in 

San Pedro. However, it appears that he 
purchased the two "Mercator's projections" 

charts upon which he plotted his intended 

course in 100 mile segments. These two charts, 
now at the Missouri Historical Society in St. 

Louis, were actually taken on the flight. The 

three charts listed in this work and preserved in 

the AGS Library also appear to have been 

purchased in San Pedro. The AGS Library also 

has a fragment cut from the northeastern sheet 
of the charts taken on the flight and a Great 

circle sailing chart of the North Pacific Ocean, 
1922. Although the charts were given to the 

library and initialed by Lindbergh, no 

navigational data was plotted. Lindbergh 
plotted his route on this Time zone chart of the 

World in 500 mile-long segments that follow 

the great circle route from New York to Paris. 
The chart also illustrates the number of hours 

lost, in this case five, when traveling east. 

Description 

The annotation on this map reads: “Used for laying 

out route for New York to Paris flight, San Diego, 
California, 1927 C.A.L.” Charles Lindbergh (1902–

74) was the American aviator who made the first 

nonstop solo flight across the Atlantic Ocean on 
May 21–22, 1927. While Ryan Airlines of San 

Diego, California, was constructing his plane, the 

Spirit of St. Louis, Lindbergh was busy obtaining 
charts and plotting his course. In his book The Spirit 

of St. Louis (1953), Lindbergh described purchasing 

a number of charts of the North Atlantic at a store in 
San Pedro, including this time-zone chart of the 

world: “The salesman pulls out two oblong sheets. 

They’re Mercator’s projections and—yes, I'm in 
luck—they extend inland far enough to include 

New York and Paris. Then, like stumbling over a 

nugget of gold, I see a gnomonic projection 
covering them both. . . . Rummaging around still 

farther, I locate a time-zone chart of the world, a 

chart of magnetic variation, and others showing 
prevailing winds over the Atlantic for April, May, 

and June. I buy them all.” Lindbergh planned his 

route on this time-zone chart in 500 mile-long 
segments that follow the great-circle route from 

New York to Paris. He did not indicate the number 

of charts he bought in San Pedro, but it appears that 
he purchased the two Mercator projection charts, 

upon which he plotted his intended course in 100-

mile segments and which were actually taken on the 
flight. 
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Type image Type of item Maps 

Original 

Collection 

American Geographical Society Library - 

Maps 

Collection 
American Geographical Society Library 

Digital Map Collection 

Original Item 

Description 
1 map : col., annotated ; 67 x 119 cm. 

Physical 

Description 

1 map : color, annotated ; 67 x 119 

centimeters 

Original Item 

ID 
(AGS) (RARE) 050 A-1927 (Framed) 

External 

Resource 
http://hdl.loc.gov/loc.wdl/wmuw.6776  

Language en Language English 

Repository 

American Geographical Society Library, 

University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee 

Libraries 
Institution University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee Libraries 

Digital 

Publisher 

American Geographical Society Library 

Digital Map Collection 
 n/a  n/a 

Rights 
The Board of Regents of the University of 

Wisconsin System 
 n/a  n/a 

Digital ID am007837  n/a  n/a 

Digital 

Format 
image/tif; Image/jp2  n/a  n/a 

Date.Digitized 1/1/2009  n/a  n/a 

Digital 

Collection 

American Geographical Society Library 

Digital Map Collection 
 n/a  n/a 

 

MARC-to-WDL DMES crosswalk. MARC provides for a greater level of granularity and 

specificity compared to Dublin Core, and therefore, presents a greater number of challenges related to 

many-to-one metadata mapping to the WDL Descriptive Metadata schema. Consequently, several WDL 

DMES fields pose the risk of data loss, across the following set of the WDL crosswalk’s many-to-one 

mapping fields: 

MARC25 WDL Element Names 

001 Control Number 

Record Identifier 

010 $a Library of Congress  Control Number 

020 $a International Standard Book Number 

022 $a International Standard Serial Number 

 024 $a Other Standard Identifier  

856 $u Uniform Resource Identifier 

245 $a Title Statement/Title proper $b Remainder of 

title Original Title 

246 $a Varying Form of Title/Title proper 

                                                           
25 http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/  

http://collections.lib.uwm.edu/cdm/search/collection/agdm/searchterm/American%20Geographical%20Society%20Library%20-%20Maps/mode/exact
http://collections.lib.uwm.edu/cdm/search/collection/agdm/searchterm/American%20Geographical%20Society%20Library%20-%20Maps/mode/exact
http://hdl.loc.gov/loc.wdl/wmuw.6776
http://collections.lib.uwm.edu/cdm/search/collection/agdm/searchterm/am007837
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/
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880 Alternate Graphic Representation 

100 $a Personal name $d Dates associated with a name 

Contributor 

110 $a Corporate name or jurisdiction name $b 

Subordinate unit $c Location of meeting $d - Date of 

meeting or treaty signing 

111 $a Meeting name or jurisdiction name $c Location 

of meeting $d Date of meeting  

700 $a Personal name $d Dates associated with a name 

$e Relator term  

710 $a Corporate name or jurisdiction name as entry 

element  $b Subordinate unit $c Location of meeting $d 

Date of meeting or treaty signing  

711 $a Meeting name or jurisdiction name as entry 

element $c Location of meeting $d Date of meeting  

720 $a Uncontrolled Name $e Relator term 

880 Alternate Graphic Representation 

522 $a Geographic Coverage Note 

Place (Subject) 

 651 $a Subject Added Entry--Geographic Name with 

$2=tgn 

662 Subject Added Entry--Hierarchical Place Name $a 

Country or larger entity 

$b First-order political jurisdiction 

$c Intermediate political jurisdiction 

$d City  

752 Added Entry-Hierarchical Place Name $a Country 

or larger entity   

$c Intermediate political jurisdiction 

$d City 

 513 $b Type of Report and Period Covered 

Note/Period covered 

Time (Subject) 648 $a Subject Chronological Term 

650 $y Topical Term --Chronological subdivision 

651$y Subject Geographic Name -- Chronological 

subdivision 

 600 $a Personal name $d - Dates associated with a 

name 

Additional Subjects 

610 $a Corporate name or jurisdiction name 

611 $a Meeting name or jurisdiction name 

630 $a Uniform title 

 650 $a Topical term or geographic name 

653 $a Uncontrolled term 

655 $a Genre/form data or focus term  

520 $a  Summary, etc. note Description/Abstract 
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505 $a  Formatted Contents Note 

300 Physical Description  $a Extent  $b Other physical 

details  $c Dimensions 
Physical Description 340 - Physical Medium 

507$a Scale Note for Graphic Material 

 
Figure 7 below―the Modern and Complete Map of the Entire World record contributed to WDL 

by the Library of Congress―demonstrates the example of the MARC-to-WDL DMES crosswalk. The 

gray fields indicate the loss of data during the source-to-target mapping. 

Figure 7. Modern and Complete Map of the Entire World26 – MARC-to-WDL DMES crosswalk 

 

 Source record (MARC) - Library of 

Congress27 

WDL Record28 

 
001 Control 

Number 
13974822 

Record Identifier 
https://www.wdl.org/en/item/437

9/ 

010 $a Library of 

Congress  Control 

Number 

2005630228 

856 $u Uniform 

Resource 

Identifier 

http://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g3200.ct0

01393 

856$f Electronic 

Name 
ct001393 Digital Identifier  n/a 

245 $a Title 

Statement/Title 

proper $b 

Remainder of title 

Noua, et integra uniuersi orbis 

descriptio: Hermannus Venraed, ad 

Lectorem, en tibi Candide Lector 

Geographian hactenus non uisam, 

accurate[que] impressam Orontius 

Fineus Delphinates lepido uultu 

offert … 

Original Title 

  

Noua, et integra uniuersi orbis 

descriptio 

  

246 $a Varying 

Form of 

Title/Title proper 

Nova, et integra vniversi orbis 

descriptio 

546 $a Language 

note (free text 

field, ie, 546 $a 

Title is Latin) 

the Latin language was indicated in 

008 field: "lat" 
Original Title Language Latin 

242 $a 

Translation of 

Title by 

Cataloging 

Agency 

 n/a English Title 
Modern and Complete Map of the 

Entire World 

100 $a Personal 

name $d Dates 

associated with a 

name 

Fine, Oronce, 1494-1555 Contributor Fine, Oronce, 1494-1555 

                                                           
26 https://www.loc.gov/item/2005630228/  
27 https://lccn.loc.gov/2005630228/marcxml  
28 https://www.wdl.org/en/item/4379/  

https://www.wdl.org/en/item/4379/
https://www.wdl.org/en/item/4379/
http://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g3200.ct001393
http://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g3200.ct001393
https://www.loc.gov/item/2005630228/
https://lccn.loc.gov/2005630228/marcxml
https://www.wdl.org/en/item/4379/
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260 $c Date of 

publication, 

distribution, etc. 

$g Date of 

manufacture 

1531 Date Created 1531 CE 

260 $b 

Publication, 

Distribution, etc. 

(Imprint)/Name 

of publisher, 

distributor, etc 

Orontius Fineus, Publisher Orontius Fineus 

260 $a Place of 

publication, 

distribution, etc 

[Paris?] : Place of Publication  n/a 

752 Added Entry-

Hierarchical Place 

Name $a Country 

or larger entity   

Earth Place (Subject) World 

650 $v Early works to 1800 Time (Subject) 1531 CE 

650 $a Topical 

term or 

geographic name 

World maps 
Topic & Additional 

Subjects 

History & geography 

Geography & travel 

Atlases, maps, charts & plans 

Leader07 aj|canzn Type of Item Maps 

520 $a  Summary, 

etc. note 
 n/a Description/Abstract 

Oronce Fine (1494–1555), also known by 
his Latinized name of Orontius Finaeus 

Delphinatus, was born in Briançon, France 

and trained as a medical doctor at the 
University of Paris. He was appointed to 

the chair of mathematics at the Collège 
Royal in Paris in 1531 and, like many 

mathematicians of his day, applied his 

knowledge to cartography. In addition to 
mapmaking, Fine published a 

multivolume work on mathematics, 

astronomy, and astronomical instruments, 
and he was an expert on military 

fortifications. Fine’s Nova, et integra 

universi orbis descriptio of 1531 is the 
earliest known map on which the name 

Terra australis appears. Ancient 

geographers had speculated about the 
existence of a southern continent, and 

European explorers often assumed that 

newly discovered lands in the Southern 
hemisphere, such as Tierra del Fuego and 

New Zealand, were extensions of this 

continent. The existence of Antarctica was 
not definitively proven until the 19th 

century. Fine’s Terra australis bears a 

certain resemblance to Antarctica, but it is 
unlikely that he had any knowledge of the 

continent beyond the speculations of the 

ancient and Renaissance geographers.  

300 Physical 

Description  $a 

Extent  $b Other 

physical details  

$c Dimensions 

map :hand col. ;29 x 42 cm. Physical Description 
1 map : hand colored ; 29 x 42 

centimeters 

5XX (not 507 or 

530) 
Relief shown pictorially. Notes Relief shown pictorially. 

852 $a Location Library of Congress Institution Library of Congress 
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856 $u Uniform 

Resource 

Identifier 

http://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g3200.ct0

01393  
URL 

https://www.wdl.org/en/item/4379/iiif

/manifest.json  

 

As demonstrated above, mapping MARC record to WDL DMES, a DC adaptation, most certainly 

results in data loss, e.g. the loss of the 246 $a Varying Form of Title/Title proper. The 260 $a Place of 

publication, distribution is also lost.  

Unlike the source record, however, the target record includes the English title, even though the 

metadata schema used in the target record (WDL DMES) is less granular than the source schema 

(MARC). The Time (Subject) in the target record is more specific (single year, 1531 CE) than in the 

source record (650 $v Early works to 1800). Finally, the WDL record provides a better item description, 

as well as more granular subject classification―than the original, Library of Congress, record: 

Source record (MARC) - Library of 

Congress 

WDL Record 

 
650 $a Topical 

term or 

geographic name 

World maps 
Topic & Additional 

Subjects 

History & geography 

Geography & travel 

Atlases, maps, charts & plans 

 

Discussion 

Analysis presented in this paper illustrates that, some challenges notwithstanding, the WDL 

content delivery system conforms to NISO’s principles of good metadata (National Information Standards 

Organization, 2007, pp. 61-62) and fosters interoperability between the WDL and contributing 

institutions’ collections. By developing an interoperable metadata core (WDL DMES), and providing 

crosswalks for long-established metadata standards, the library adapts to community standards in a way 

that is appropriate to the materials in the collection, users of the collection, and current and potential 

future uses of the collection (Metadata Principle 1). The crosswalks designed by the WDL, even though at 

times resulting at data loss in many-to-one mappings, overall support interoperability between collections 

by harmonizing the implementation and deployment of related metadata standards through the use of 

common terminology, methods and processes (Metadata Principle 2). To facilitate metadata consistency 

and subject access to contributing collections, the WDL content delivery system employs controlled 

http://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g3200.ct001393
http://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g3200.ct001393
https://www.wdl.org/en/item/4379/iiif/manifest.json
https://www.wdl.org/en/item/4379/iiif/manifest.json
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vocabularies, authority control, and content standards to describe objects and collocate related objects 

(Metadata Principle 3).  

Whereas the WDL metadata does provide information about the institutions that contributed the 

records, the item-level data does not include a clear statement of the conditions and terms of use for the 

digital object (Metadata Principle 4). By providing external resource links allowing viewing the items on 

the partners’ sites, however, the library does afford the opportunity to explore the items’ conditions and 

terms of use in their native records. 

Based on this study, it is unclear whether the WDL’s metadata approach supports the long-term 

curation and preservation of objects in the original collections (Metadata Principle 5). This principle may 

not be relevant to the WDL’s mission that focuses on centralized content discovery, rather than 

preservation of analog objects, which remain under the purview of contributing institutions. 

Finally, the WDL Descriptive Metadata Set and the WDL Metadata Crosswalks correspond to the 

authority, authenticity, archivability, persistence, and unique identification qualities of good metadata 

discussed in Metadata Principle 6 (National Information Standards Organization, 2007, pp. 61-62). 

“Because metadata carries information that vouches for the provenance, integrity, and authority of an 

object, the authority of the metadata itself must be established,” NISO maintains (2007, p. 85).  The 

WDL’s meta-metadata, or stored information about the metadata―the WDL Descriptive Metadata 

Element Set29―includes the identification of the institution that created it as well as the guidelines on its 

use. 

Conclusion 

  “It is important to remember that different schemes serve distinct needs and audiences,” NISO 

maintains. “Complementary schemes can be used to describe the same resource for multiple purposes and 

to serve a number of user groups” (National Information Standards Organization, 2004, p. 11). The WDL 

metadata crosswalk initiative illustrates “the evolving nature of metadata in the networked environment, 

pointing clearly to the fact that the era of monolithic, all-purpose metadata schemas that have served 

                                                           
29 http://project.wdl.org/standards/metadata.html  

http://project.wdl.org/standards/metadata.html
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libraries in the past are giving way to a broad range of experimentation among disparate communities to 

develop metadata schemas that meet their particular needs” (Sutton, 2003). By adapting a relatively 

simple, internationally acknowledged, Dublin Core metadata standard, applicable to a variety of digital 

object types, the WDL provides a functional, harmonized interoperable core for mapping the native object 

metadata elements to the centralized content delivery system, aimed as serving multiples purposes and 

diverse user groups across the globe.  

 The challenges related to metadata crosswalks will always exist insofar as communities of 

practice continue maintaining their own, distinct metadata standards. As Karen Coyle notes, “the more 

metadata experience we have, the more it becomes clear that metadata perfection is not attainable […]. 

The key to a successful metadata crosswalk is intelligent flexibility. It is essential to focus on the 

important goals and be willing to compromise in order to reach a practical conclusion to projects” (2004, 

p. 91). Having accomplished metadata clarity, consistency, and interoperability at the schema, semantic, 

and linguistic levels, the WDL content delivery system facilitates centralized content discovery by the 

users it serves. Lastly, by making the entire website interface, including item-level metadata, available in 

seven languages, the six official languages of the United Nations: Arabic, Chinese, English, French, 

Russian, and Spanish, and the seventh, additional language—Portuguese, the WDL ensures that users 

speaking those languages can access the items featured on the WDL site seamlessly and effortlessly, from 

anywhere in the world. Multilingualism not only assists the metadata interoperability; it guarantees the 

site’s clarity of communication by using the language in a way that is familiar to, and comfortable for, its 

readers.   
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